WikiSuite: The most comprehensive and integrated Open Source enterprise solution.

How to install Software Repositories on ClearOS

2021-07-20: WikiSuite will now support all major Linux distros. Thus, the information below is no longer updated. It may still be valid, or not. It will be eventually removed from this site, so anything relevant should be moved to the appropriate site. For anything related to ClearOS, please search among the following: ClearOS site, code base, Developer docs, Wiki or forum.

Please contact us if you would like to help out.

If not already installed, you can install the Software Repository Module via the Webconfig Marketplace Module (https://example.org:81/app/marketplace).

This is for advanced users. If you are a beginner, just ignore this for now 😞

Search with the term "Repository" to find the Software Repository app:

Or via the command line:

```bash
yum install app-software-repository
```

Using Software Repository Module (https://example.org:81/app/software_repository), make sure the clearos-
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epel repository is enabled (Most of the apps in WikiSuite will require it)

Or via the command line:

```
yum-config-manager --enable clearos-epel
```